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AUTOMATIC TRAY SEALER
ReeMaster 900

Watch the video related to the machine operation and the one 
showing the film changing

ReeMaster 900 shows the Reepack evolution towards the outstanding 
machineries: a huge die set, a fully automatic and flexible line, with the highest 
sealing force and the best structural solutions in order to allow reliable and cost 
effective MAP processes.

 The Project Milestone:

1. Design suitable for massive production: in-feed conveyor with adjustable 
length, TPS – Tray Positioning System, out-feed from two to one lane, sealing 
film easy change and machine process completely controlled  
2. Repetitiveness and accurate movement: the down chamber movement 
exploits a couple of twin motors in gantry configuration
·      Synchronized action to realize an incredible fast movement and the 
necessary sealing force; e.g. 0,5s sealing time with 35000 N
·      Siemens solutions to grant the best control strategy
·      Reepack Style concerning the die set design
·      Reepack Style concerning the structural approach

3.    What you see is what you clean
4. Plug and play for all the devices
5. Direct and continuous tray feeding
6. Longitudinal concept: the more production required the longer die set needed
7. Reemaster concept cuts down costs:
·      90° film direction (small index): it is necessary a short movement to provide 
new material. A big reel can be easily equipped reducing the production stops.
·      Eco-line for a cost effective map processes: the double vacuum and gas 
circuit reduces the gas consumption as the upper chamber is filled with air 
instead of inert gas.
·      The high efficiency motor-reducers optimises the electric consumption 
giving an excellent return on investment.

REEMASTER 900 “The Reepack Evolution”

TPS inside the machine frame

Complete machine access and 
cleaning

90° film direction
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